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Abstract – This paper presents a comparison of
segmentation methods. The segmentation methods are time
domain features and frequency domain features. The time
domain features are short time energy, short time zero
crossing rate. The frequency domain features are spectral
centroid and spectral flux. After features are extracted, a
simple thresholding method is used to detect the word
boundaries. The segmentation is used to divide the entire
speech sequence into a sequence of words or sub words.
Among these methods, spectral centroid has high
segmentation accuracy.
Index Terms – Features Extraction, Speech segmentation,
Short time zero crossing rate, Spectral flux.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Speech is the most important manner of
communication for humans to exchange the information.
Speech Recognition is also called as voice recognition
which deals with analysis of the linguistic content of a
speech signal and its conversion into a computer
readable format. Speech recognition can be classified
into speaker dependent or independent, isolated or
continuous and can be for large vocabulary or small
vocabulary. Speech signal can be segmented into words,
sub words, syllables and phonemes. Segmentation is the
process of decomposing the speech signal into a set of
basic phonetic units. Speech segmentation was done
using wavelet [1], fuzzy methods [2], artificial neural
network [3], hidden markov model [4]. But it was found
that results still do not meet expectations. This paper is
Continuation of feature extraction for speech
segmentation research.

II.

SPEECH SEGMENTATION

Speech segmentation is used to segments
continuous speech into uniquely identifiable or
phonemes, syllables, words or sub words and processes
them to generate distinguishable features. Segmentation
is an important role in speech recognition to reduce
memory size and computational complexity for large
vocabulary systems. Segmentation is used to detect the
proper start and end point of speech events.
Automatic speech segmentation can be classified
into two types: Blind segmentation and Aided
segmentation algorithms. In blind segmentation there is
no use of pre existing or external knowledge of
linguistic properties. In aided segmentation use some
sort of external linguistic knowledge of the speech.
Generally there are two kinds of segmentation:
Phonemic segmentation and syllable like unit
segmentation. Phonemic segmentation segments speech
sequence into small phonemes and aided segmentation
segments speech into small syllables [5, 6].

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes techniques for segmentation of the speech
signal. In section 3 we will describe different short time
speech features.
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III.

FEATURE EXTRACTION

In feature extraction there is two types of signals are
used. One is time domain features and another is frequency
domain features. The time domain features are zero crossing
rate and short time energy. The frequency domain features are
spectral flux and spectral centroid. We will discuss about
these two approaches in the following sub sections.
A. Short Time Energy

gives indirect information about the frequency content of the
signal.
The ZCR is defined as
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C. Spectral Centroid
The energy associated with speech is time varying in
nature. Hence the interest for any automatic processing of
speech is to know how the energy is varying with time and to
be more specific. By the nature of production, the speech
signal consist of voiced, unvoiced and silence regions. Further
the energy associated with voiced region is large compared to
unvoiced region and silence region will not have least or
negligible energy.
Thus short term energy can be used for voiced, unvoiced
and silence classification of speech. The energy of a signal is
typically calculated on a short- time basis, by windowing the
signal at a particular time, squaring the samples and taking the
average [7].
The short time energy is defined as
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Spectral centroid indicates where the "center of gravity" of
the spectrum is. This feature is a measure of the spectral
position, with high values corresponding to “brighter” sounds
[9].
The Spectral centroid is given by
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F(m)- Center frequency
Xi (m)-Amplitude of the signal
The DFT is given by the following equation
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D. Spectral Flux
Where x (m) - discrete-time audio signal
W (m) -Rectangle window
The RMS energy equation is given by
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The equation of rectangle window is
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Spectral flux refers to a measure of how quickly the
power spectrum of a signal is changing, calculated by
comparing the power spectrum for one frame against the
power spectrum from the previous frame. The spectral flux
can be used to determine the timbre of an audio signal [10].
The Spectral Flux is given by
N
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Here, X i (k) is the DFT coefficients of i-th frame.

otherwise

IV.

B. Zero Crossing Rate
Zero Crossing Rate gives information about the number
of zero-crossings present in a given signal [8]. If the numbers
of zero crossings are more in a given signal, then the signal is
changing rapidly and accordingly the signal may contain high
frequency information. The numbers of zero crossing are less,
hence the signal is changing slowly and accordingly the
signal may contain low frequency information. Thus ZCR

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a review on segmenting the continuous
speech into words/sub-words is proposed. In addition,
comparisons of the segmentation methods are presented. The
short-term speech features have been selected for several
reasons. First, it provides a basis for distinguishing voiced
speech components from the unvoiced speech components,
i.e., if the level of background noise is not very high, the
energy of the voiced segments is larger than the energy of the
silent or unvoiced segments. Second, if unvoiced segment
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Simply contain environmental sounds, and then the
spectral centroid for the voiced segments is again
larger. Third, its change pattern over the time may
reveal the rhythm and the periodicity nature of the
underlying sound.
This reduces the memory requirement and
computational time in any speech recognition system.
Among these methods, spectral centroid provides the
high segmentation accuracy.
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